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Vehicle Access Manager
G-Core/VAMConnect

G-Core/VAMConnect

G-Core option for the control and documentation of vehicle movements at entrances and exits. The Vecicle Access
Manager (VAM) allows a workstation-independent editing of master data such as vehicles, companies, drivers and
access permissions. The vehicles are included in a sequence list that provides extensive search capabilities. All
transactions are recorded in a centralized SQL database and are provided in the form of reports and lists, which
can be used for other processes. On request each entry and exit incident can be reviewed and checked on the fly.
The user benefits from this in two ways: it increases the standard of security as required by international
regulations covering secure supply chains, and it supports operational processes. This makes the overall
management and coordination of visitors and vehicles easier. When a truck or van arrives, images from the full
scene and the driver cameras are switched automatically. An easily editable list of access permissions simplifies
the access control. You can search according to different filter criteria: such as time periods, registration numbers,
customer groups etc. Enhanced rights like time frames, sojourn time, or special instructions for the driver are
supporting the logistic procedures at the gateways. For investigation purposes these criteria can be used
accordingly. Also entries or exits at the gateways can be traced and displayed separately. A summary table lists all
the vehicles currently on the site. Access rights are distributed according to the individual user, i.e. the operator
only sees what he needs to see and is allowed to see, for the completion of his daily tasks. To provide the
documentation required by the regulations, the system automatically can produce a quick daily report, which can
be archived trouble-free.The option must be present on one of the G-Core servers connected to the VAM.

Turnkey delivery and installation or turnkey configuration and set-up

Model: G-Core/VAMConnect
Brand: Geutebrück or equivalent


